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Relocation of Kadikoy Pazari from Historic Site

Due to its advantageous location, and a developer ‘visioning’ of the former site, Kadikoy Sali Pazari Market has been displaced to a new government sponsored zone to the northeast. This move from its historic location disjointed its relationship with the surrounding built environment, and forced the temporal tradition into a new formally designated zone. With the rapid expansion of the city and neighborhood, the pazari needs tactics for establishing legitimacy on the new site. With the spread of renewal to lots immediately surrounding the second generation home, the market is again facing an encroachment onto its temporally settled site.

TEMPORAL NETWORKS
Market Relocation process begins, clearing of farmland, 2005

Construction of Market zone, 2007

New designated zone for KadikoySali Pazari completed, opens 2008
Temporality

Market Zone

Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3
Market Setup

Pazari operating at a partial capacity

Pazari operating at a full capacity
Open

-Tuesday 5am- 4pm

-Friday 5am-4pm
Closed
- Monday - All Day
- Wednesday - All Day
- Thursday - All Day
- Saturday - All Day
- Sunday - All Day
Moving Forward:

The simple goal is to generate a week long use of the space that will help solidify its position in the city. A tactical deployment of new community programs (arts, parks, schools, and commercial) will help to generate a seven day sequence of networked, and easily adaptable uses for the off hours of the market. The temporary nature of the market requires it to operate with an embedded intelligence, of a kit of parts implementation, flexible systems, and abilities to quickly adapt. These can be appropriated to give a better understanding of how the urban architecture can learn from that flexibility.
Pazari Canopy

The unit of the pazari canopy is an extremely complex and flexible system, derived from a simple unit.

Four poles provide anchors for individual tents, whose occupants, the vendors can modify their positioning.

These system of poles allows for an ever adapting space for multiple layers of inhabitants.
Pazari Boundary
384, 570 ft sq

Canopy
400 ft sq

Canopies
961 units

Vendors
1,900
Insertion of nodes of program

Formation of interior networks

Breach of boundaries of site to establish a network with the surrounding urban context
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